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succeeded in dyeing a lot of wool with it, but not myself, though I
am both, ancient and British. There are ways in which it might
conceivably have been done, but they are all rather improbable.
Is it not amazing how, at any rate in this country, blue has become
so closely associated with grief (Blue devils; I've got the blues;
Kentucky blues, etc.) that it is looked upon as the colour emblematical"
of sorrow despite the Virgin Mary's frocks, the blue vault of heaven
and what not 2 I heard a lad given a bad mark in a quiz recently
because he suggested black, rather than blue, as die sorrowful
hue.
You probably knew my maternal uncle "Arthur Collins of Drury
Lane" . . . Certainly you spent some of your youth in Holland Park
and I mine in Holland Road. These things may perhaps serve as an
introduction.
"These things" will always and always serve as an introduction.
I wonder if I was right in setting down "contrast" as the very
essence of strangeness 5 War has given us some fantastic twists
and knots in the familiar cord which used to string our days together,
I remember an occasion in December, 1940, when we had to ring
up Lord's Cricket Ground to get a Jewess (our aunt) properly
buried at Willesden, That seemed illogical beyond my explaining,
though I suppose the raids had something to do with it. I also
remember much later, after the American Expeditionary Force had
first come to England, going to see a glamorous young actress who
had no cook and five small children besides one of her own living
with her for safety in a quiet house of English fairy-tale; it stood
lonely in a clearing surrounded by tall smooth silver-green tree-
trunks, in Buckinghamshire; how strange not merely to learn froip.
a bridle-path signpost that this beech-leaf road through the woods
should be called Roosevelt Road, but that it should seem by then
perfectly natural.
The Strangeness of war in small things at home, when any
random day looks like a page from Lewis Carroll collaborating
with an Algebra book of unknown quantities! I have seen splashed
on a cinema poster, in all goodwill and naivete: Huge Bank
Holiday Attraction: One of our Aircraft is Missing! Nowadays
a crashing thunderstorm on a scale which used to terrify a good
many people out of thcttr wits, is received with genuine relief and
the rraaark; "Oh, it's all right, it's only a thunderstorm!" . . .
implying t&at it was hardly worth trying to darken the sky for
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